MICROINVERTER WITH HIGH EFFICIENCY SNUBBER CIRCUIT FOR A GRID INTERACTIVE PV PANEL
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Abstract: An isolated grid-connected micro-inverter for photovoltaic (PV) applications based on interleaved flyback converter. The converter operating in discontinuous current mode with high efficiency adaptive snubber circuit. The inverter topology for PV micro-inverter application performs the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) of PV module. During the turn-off time the snubber circuit limits the drain-to-source voltage overshoot of the flyback’s switch. This enables the use of lower voltage MOSFET. It also recovers the stored energy in the leakage inductance of the flyback transformer and provides soft switching for the main flyback switch. The soft switching is done by limiting the rising time of the voltage across the MOSFET during the turn-off process. So that it results higher efficiency. Thus the operation of the flyback micro-inverters is studied analytically and the performance is measured by hardware setup.

IndexTerms - Snubber, Micro inverter topology, PV panel.

I. INTRODUCTION

Renewable energy is the energy that is collected from resources which are naturally occurs, such as sunlight, wind, rain, tidal and heat from geothermal. Renewable energy often provides energy in four important areas: electricity generation, air and water heating/cooling, transportation, and rural (off grid) energy services. Recently, the Photovoltaic (PV) power generation structure plays a vital role in distributed electric power systems and Micro grids (MGs) [1] - [4]. Using an Inverter, the DC power from the PV array can be conveniently converted to AC similar to connection with normal power grid. There are only two primary disadvantages to using solar power: amount of sunlight and cost of equipment. The best way of lowering the cost of solar energy is to improve the cell's efficiency. In this paper a new high efficiency interleaved flyback inverter which operates in Discontinuous conduction mode (DCM) mode is presented. The power delivered by a PV system of one or more photovoltaic cells is dependent on the irradiance, temperature, and the current drawn from the cells. The power generated from solar panel is capable of supplying the local load as well as the grid at synchronous conditions. The PV systems supply solar electricity through an inverter directly to the load and to the electricity grid. This paper consists of six sections including introduction. Section II discussed existing system, Section III discussed proposed system, Section IV discussed parameter design, Section V discussed results and discussion and Section VI discussed hardware results.

II. EXISTING SYSTEM

In the Existing system the energy storage inductor and the transformer are separate elements. While the inductor is responsible for energy storage, the transformer is responsible for energy transfer over a galvanic isolation. The combination of these two components in a fly back topology eliminates the bulky and costly energy storage inductor and therefore leads to a reduction in cost and size of the converter. Practical implementation of a transformer with relatively large energy storage capability is always a challenge. A fly back converter built with a transformer that has large leakage flux and poor coupling will have poor energy
transfer efficiency. Mainly for this reason, the fly back converters are generally not designed for high power. As a result, the fly back topology finds a limited role in PV applications only at very low power as micro inverter.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

In this paper, an interleaved high-power fly back inverter for photovoltaic applications is proposed. The simple structure of the fly back topology and easy power flow control with high power quality at the grid interface are the key motivations for this work. The fly back converter is recognized as the lowest cost converter among the isolated topologies since it uses the least number of components. This advantage comes from the ability of the fly back topology combining the energy storage inductor with the transformer. The converter is operated in DCM for easy and stable generation of ac currents at the grid interface. Maximum power point is a unique operating point supplying maximum power to the load which is present in a PV array. Tracking the maximum power point of the PV array is done to improve the efficiency of the photovoltaic energy system. MPPT is an electronic system that operates the Photovoltaic (PV) modules in a manner that allows the modules to produce all the power capable of PV module. The operations are implemented in Matlab software.

3.1 BLOCK DIAGRAM

![Diagram of proposed system](image)

The description of the above Block diagram in Fig 3.1 is given below,

- **Input supply**: Solar Energy.
- **Filter**: It is used to remove unwanted or undesired frequencies from a signal.
Grid: An electric grid is a network of synchronized power providers and consumers that are connected by transmission and distribution lines and operated by one or more control centers. When most people talk about the power "grid," they're referring to the transmission system for electricity.

Inverter: It operates from a dc voltage source or a dc current source and converts it into ac voltage or current.

PWM generator: It is used to generate PWM pulses to make a switching signal.

Converter: It converts the voltage of an electric device, usually alternating current (AC) to direct current (DC).

Fly-back converter: This is similar to buck-boost converter which is with the inductor split to form a transformer, so that the voltage ratios are multiplied with an additional advantage of isolation.

Interleaved converter: High-current systems often use multiphase converters called interleaved converters. Multiphase regulators can have better ripple and better response times than single-phase regulators.

De-coupling Capacitor: A decoupling capacitor acts as a local electrical energy reservoir. Capacitors, like batteries, need time to charge and discharge. When used as decoupling capacitors, they oppose quick changes of voltage. If the input voltage suddenly drops, the capacitor provides the energy to keep the voltage stable. Similarly, if there is a voltage spike, the capacitor absorbs the excess energy.

Coupling capacitors: It is used to pass AC signals in an electronic circuit while blocking DC. They are placed between the two parts of the circuit.

MPPT Control: It is an electronic DC to DC converter that optimizes the match between the solar array, and the battery bank or utility grid. To put it simply, they convert a higher voltage DC output from solar panels down to the lower voltage needed to charge batteries.

3.2 SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEMS

The term solar panel is best applied to a flat solar thermal collector, such as a solar hot water or air panel used to heat water, air, or otherwise collect solar thermal energy. But 'solar panel' may also refer to a photovoltaic module which is an assembly of solar cells used to generate electricity. In all cases, the panels are typically flat, and are available in various heights and widths. An array is an assembly of solar-thermal panels or photovoltaic (PV) modules shown in fig 3.2 the panels can be connected either in parallel or series depending upon the design objective. Solar panels typically find use in residential, commercial, institutional, and light industrial applications [5] - [6].

Fig 3.2 Solar panel arrangement
3.3 Maximum Power Point Tracking

Maximum power point tracking (MPPT) is a technique used with wind turbines and photovoltaic (PV) solar systems to maximize power output. A MPPT algorithm are necessary in PV applications because the MPP of a solar panel varies with the irradiation and temperature, so the use of MPPT algorithms is required in order to obtain the maximum power from a solar array. These techniques differ in many aspects such as required sensors, complexity, cost, range of effectiveness, convergence speed, correct tracking when irradiation and/or temperature change, hardware needed for the implementation or popularity, among others. Most of these methods yield a local maximum and some, like the fractional open circuit voltage or short circuit current, give an approximated MPP, not the exact one. In normal conditions the V-P curve has only one maximum, so it is not a problem. However, if the PV array is partially shaded, there are multiple maxima in these curves. In order to relieve this problem, some algorithms have been implemented [7]. Photovoltaic cells have a complex relationship between their operating environment and the maximum power they can produce and it is shown in Fig 3.3. The fill factor, abbreviated FF, is a parameter which characterizes the non-linear electrical behavior of the solar cell. Fill factor is defined as the ratio of the maximum power from the solar cell to the product of Open Circuit Voltage $V_{oc}$ and Short-Circuit Current $I_{sc}$. In tabulated data it is often used to estimate the maximum power that a cell can provide with an optimal load under given conditions.

![Fig 3.3 I-V and P-I characteristics](image)

3.4 Circuit for Proposed System

Photovoltaic (PV) micro-inverters have gained a significant attention for grid-connected PV system applications during the past few years because of improved energy harvest. Various inverter topologies for PV micro-inverters applications have been introduced that perform the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) of PV module, high step-up voltage amplification. Among them, the fly back based micro inverter is one of the most attractive solutions due to its simple structure and control.
3.4.1 Flyback Microinverter With A Snubber Circuit

Fig. 3.4 Proposed Fly back micro inverter with Adaptive Snubber

Fig. 3.4 illustrates the conventional fly back micro-inverter, which consists of decoupling capacitors, interleaved fly back converter, unfolding bridge, and CL filter. The unfolding bridge is switched at line frequency by a simple Square-wave control, generating a rectified sinusoidal waveform at the dc-link between the interleaved fly back converter and unfolding bridge. The PV source is applied to a two cell interleaved fly back converter through a decoupling capacitor. Each fly back converter uses a metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) for switching at the primary side, a fly back transformer, and a diode at the secondary side. The topology also has to employ a full-bridge inverter and a low-pass filter for proper interface to the grid.

When the fly back switches ($S_1$, $S_2$) are turned ON, a current flows from the common point (the PV source) into the magnetizing inductance of the fly back transformers, and energy is stored in the form of magnetic field. During the on time of the switches, no current flows to the output due to the position of the secondary side diodes; therefore, energy to the grid is supplied by the capacitor $C_f$ and the inductor $L_f$. When the fly back switches are turned OFF, the energy stored in the magnetizing inductances is transferred into the grid in the form of current. So, the fly back inverter acts like a voltage-controlled current source. The converter is operated in DCM for easy and stable generation of ac currents at the grid interface. The DCM operation of converter under open-loop control produces triangular current pulses at every switching period. If sinusoidal pulse width modulation (PWM) method is used for control, the inverter will regulate these current pulses into a sinusoidal current in phase with the grid voltage. The full-bridge inverter is only responsible for unfolding the sinusoidally modulated dc current packs into ac at the right moment of the grid voltage. Since the switches of the inverter are operated at the grid frequency, the switching losses are insignificant [8] – [12]. Only conduction losses are concerned. For this reason, the bridge can use thyristor or even transistor switches for lower cost. However, for easy control also the availability in the laboratory for fast prototyping, we prefer using insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) switches for this design. But, the final prototype will not use IGBTs. The low-pass
filter after the IGBT inverter is responsible for supplying a current to the grid with low THD by removing the high frequency harmonics of the pulsed current waveforms. The first flyback cell is done over one particular switching period when both the grid voltage and the duty ratio are at their peak values [13]–[16].

IV. DESIGN PARAMETERS

Power=10W
Vmp=17V
Imp=0.56A
Voc=21.916V
Isc=0.769A

Input parameters
Vmin=14.2V
Vmax=17.2V
Iin=2.91A

Output parameter
Vout=48V
Iout=0.19833A
F=50kHz
η = 95%
Duty ratio=0.4
Ton=0.000004s

Average Input current = Input power/ Vmin
= 10/14.2
= 0.7042A

Peak current is given by the relation:
Average current = (Peak current*Duty cycle)/2

Therefore,
Peak current = (Average input current*2)/Duty cycle
= (0.7042*2)/0.4
= 3.521A

Turns ratio =Vout/Vmin = 48/14.2= 3.3802
Secondary peak current = (2*Load current)/Ton
= (2*0.198)/0.4
= 0.9916A

L(primary): 
Vin = (L(primary) * Ipeak /Ton)
Therefore, L(primary) = ((Ton*Vin)/Ipeak)
= ( 8*10^-6*14.2)/3.521)
= 0.0000322

L(secondary):
= L(primary) * (Turns ratio)^2
= 0.0000322*(3.38)^2
= 0.00036 H
N(\text{primary}) = ((L(\text{primary}) \times \text{Primary peak current})/(B_{\text{sat}} \times \text{area}))

Where, \( B_{\text{sat}} = 0.0032 \text{T} \), \( A_e = 0.00535 \text{sq.cm} \)

\[ N_p = (\frac{3.22 \times 10^{-6} \times 3.521}{0.0032 \times 0.00535}) \]

\[ N_p = 6.6224 \text{turns} \]

Secondary turns = No. of primary turns * turns ratio

\[ = 6.622 \times 3.802 \]

\[ = 22.4299 \]

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The PV panel is given the values of temperature, \( R_s \), \( R_n \) and \( n \) and the output voltage and current is given to the fly back converter. The switch provided to operate the converter is provided with a gate signal which is calculated using MPPT (P&O) algorithm. The AC output of the converter is converted into variable DC by using diode rectifier. Then the variable DC is converted into pure DC by passing through the single phase full bridge rectifier. The gate pulse to the rectifier is given by comparing the output voltage of the system and the carrier signal at a given time period. The variable AC output with ripples from the inverter is filtered by use of LC filter. The output voltage obtained is synchronized with the grid. Fig 5.1 shows the Matlab simulation of the proposed system.
5.1 SIMULATION OUTPUTS

5.1.1 FLYBACK MICROINVERTER WITH ADAPTIVE SNUBBER CIRCUIT - WITHOUT FILTER

Fig. 5.2 Fly back micro inverter without filter
5.1.2 FLYBACK MICROINVERTER SYNCHRONIZED WITH GRID WITH FILTER

Fig. 5.3 Fly back micro inverter with filter
VI. HARDWARE RESULTS

Fig. 6.1 Unsynchronised Output

Fig. 6.2 Synchronised Output
VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new interleaved flyback converter based single phase full bridge inverter is designed and simulation results are verified. The flyback topology is selected because of its simple structure and easy power flow control with high power quality outputs at the grid interface. This will increase the system efficiency and also provide the better power factor correction.
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